The importance of developing new techniques for studying molecular structure and chemical reactions on metal surfaces need hardly be emphaSized. To date, however, there has been virtually no Uv-visible optical spectroscopy reported for molecules adsorbed. on single crystal surfaces. Presumably this has been due in part to the apparent lack of sensitivity of conventional techniques.
In this letter we wish to report on the application of spectroscopic ellipsometrylfor obtaining the optical spec- data reduction procedure will be reported later.
Pyrazine was deposited on a clean well oriented nickel-(Ill) surface at looK. The pyrazine spectrum on Nickel is qualitatively similar to that of pure pyrazine. In the pure molecular phase at 4.2°K, pyrazine has two well resolvedtransi-tions in the Absorbance changes upon over layer contraction, the imperfect reflectivity of riickel, and difficulty in accurately measuring the total integrated intensity of each transition preelude a more precise determination of mO'lecular geometry. 
